Did You Know Energy Month
Did you know?

May is Energy Month

#EnergyMonth#AUW#
Did you know?

During the Energy Month, #TeamEnergy will share the developments made in relation to the Energy Mandate.

#EnergyMonth#AUW#
Did you know?

Energy Month enables the process of clarifying the opportunities in the Energy Sector for all stakeholders particularly from established including business, new enterprises and youth.

#EnergyMonth#AUW#
Did you know?

Department of Energy participates at the African Utility Week held on 14-16 May 2019, at Cape Town Convention Centre.

#EnergyMonth#AUW#
Did you know?

African Utility Week is the leading conference and trade exhibition for African power, energy and water professionals.

#EnergyMonth#AUW#
Did you know?

Africa Utility Week gives power producers, utilities, municipalities, distributors, large energy users, IPPs, co-generators, developers, investors and government an opportunity to interact with the Department on energy related matters.

#EnergyMonth#AUW#
Did you know?

Promoting sustainable energy production and consumption is crucial for economic development.

#EnergyMonth#AUW#
Did you know?

NDP envisages as a roadmap, a South Africa where all citizens will have electricity, jobs, housing, public transport, recreation and a clean environment.

#EnergyMonth#AUW#
Did you know?

The NDP also envisages the eradication of poverty, provision of quality education and creating jobs in the next two decades.

#EnergyMonth#AUW#
Energy Saving Tips?

- Take a shower instead of a bath.
- Don't fill the kettle - only boil the water that you need.
- Don't cook with a small pot on a large stove plate.
- Dress for the season - warm in winter and light clothing in summer.
- Switch off all appliances when they are not in use.
- Reduce your heater or geyser temperature from hot to warm.

- Close all windows and doors when the air conditioner or heater is on.
- Use CFL energy saving bulbs at all times.
- Fit one light bulb with the correct level of brightness in a room.
- Turn the lights off when you leave a room.
- Do all ironing at the same time.

#EnergyMonth#AUW#
Fuel Saving Tips?

- Lighten the load in your vehicle.
- Plan your trips and minimise short trips or walk.
- Keep a safe following distance.
- Use air conditioner only when necessary.
- Reduce idling time.
- Travel early/later to avoid known traffic peaks.
- Resolve minor and major car service issues.
- Keep your tyres inflated to the proper pressure.
- Join a lift club.
- If available use public transport.
- Use the recommended grade of motor oil for your car.
- Change gears according to your speed.

#EnergyMonth#AUW#